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In recent years, a series of financial scandals such as “Enron Event”and“WorldCom 
Inccident” of USA have been exposed consecutively. The famous Andersen Accounting 
Firm  disintegrated in sadness because of audit fraudulent practices. China have also 
experienced some malignant counterfeit events. For instance,“Yin Guang Xia”、“Lan 
Tian Gu Fen”、“Ke Long Event”、“Xia Men Sheng Hui Group” and so on. These 
events dampen investor's confidence seriously and the Credibility of the certified public 
accountant （hereafter“CPA”）is damaged too much. How to strengthen CPA industry 
supervising becomes a popular problem that attracts the eyes of the public and 
supervising authority in every country. In China ,Ministry of finance got the government 
supervisng function back which was originally entrusted to the Chinese CPA Institute at 
the end of 2002.They have increased the supervising strength and they have investigated 
and fined a group of accounting firm and CPA .These measures have received  a 
certain effect, but they are facing a lot of new problems today, such as how to 
rationalize management, how to build supervision organization and team, how to 
improve the job environment and so on. 
Firstly, this article obtains from the research of industry supervision theory and 
introduces relevant theories to provide the theoretical foundation for the research work; 
Secondly, gain enlightenment from the comparison of the supervision pattern and 
content in some countries, such as USA , United Kingdom , Germany and Japan; 
Thirdly, from the factor of CPA industry control, supervision subject, supervision object 
and job environment in China, this article puts up the existing problems of industry 
supervising and analyzes its reasons；Finally, by drawing lessons from the supervision 
system of the developed Western country and unifying fundamental realities of our 
country, market economy idea and economic environment, this article proposes to 
construct a supervision system in which the government supervision play the primary 
role and the profession self-restraint as the auxiliary part. It also put forward many 
countermeasures such as expliciting the supervision subject, consummating audits  
market mechanism, increasing the supervision dynamics and improving the job 
environment. 
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第一章  绪言 
第一节 选题背景和意义 


















    一、国内研究文献回顾 
    关于我国注册会计师行业管制模式的选择，国内学者主要有三种观点： 
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委员会”的构想。 
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